
Surface prep superstar
Of the many simple woodworking tools in my shop, 
one of the most versatile might be a rectangle of steel. 
The card scraper is inexpensive and easy to use once 
you get the hang of sharpening it by turning a hook 
on each edge. Available in a variety of thicknesses 
and shapes, these humble helpers handle surface 
refining jobs ranging from removing saw marks, 
glue clean up, and taming rough grain to flushing 
surfaces (as shown) and leveling exposed joints. 
And they do it all without noise, dust, or tearout. 

I like this two-piece, twenty dollar set from Bahco. 
The larger, thicker card works best for heavy-duty 
work, while finessing falls to the smaller, thinner one. 
For instructions on how to sharpen your scraper and 
put it to proper use, visit woodcraftmagazine.com and 
click on onlineEXTRAS. You’ll soon see just how 
invaluable these unassuming tools really are. n
—Chad McClung

Great GearGreat Gear

Bahco Cabinet Scrapers
2pc, #100102, $21.99
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Order online and save…go to woodcraftmagazine.com

SUBSCRIBE!

2 YEARS for $29.99!

 facebook.com/woodcraftmagazine

Join the Hunt for a chance to win the prize above!

Go to our Facebook page for instructions on how to win.

1.  How many fridge magnets appear in the  
Table of Contents? 

2.  What’s the geometric name given to the jig  
Ken Burton suggests using to set up a cove cut?

3.  What time does the Arts & Crafts Wall Clock say  
it is in the story’s opening photo? 

WIN A 
MINI-JIG BUNDLE
FROM ARMOR
A $269.99 VALUE!

Read this issue closely to answer the following questions.

BUNDLE INCLUDES: NEW MINI-JIG, 800 PIECE COARSE 
THREAD & FINE THREAD SCREW KIT, 1-6” FACE CLAMP, 
1-3” FACE CLAMP, 1-6” MULTI-PURPOSE CLAMP, AND 
1-3” MULTI-PURPOSE CLAMP.
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